The purpose of this update is to revise or eliminate outdated information and or practices. The revisions, deletions and additions are as follows...

Fixed punctuation and spelling errors throughout entire chapter


Page 9-22 – PROPERTY PLATS - c. Abandonment Plat
Updated heading to current standard. This was missed in a previous revision

Removed ii) parcels are no longer required to be broken into 40 acre tracts

Removed ii) parcels are no longer required to be broken into 40 acre tracts. Plats prepared for GF&P will be broke down to the quarter section

Figure 9-3 – Plat Guide – Items rearranged to current standard.

Figure 9-4 – Permanent Easement Exhibit – Rearranged heading to current standard. Section Line label and 1/16 Line label moved to outside.

Figure 9-5 – Permanent Easement Exhibit Tied to a Feature – Rearranged heading to current standard.

Figure 9-6 – Permanent Easement Exhibit for Private Access – Rearranged heading to current standard. Updated dimension table to show bearings and distances.

Figure 9-7 – Property Plat – Items rearranged to current standard. Sixteenth Line labels moved to inside.

Figure 9-10 – Trust Land Plat – Items rearranged to current standard. Section Line and 1/4 Line labels moved to outside.

Figure 9-11 – Trust Land Temporary Easement Plat – Quarter Line label moved to outside.